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Flexibility is frequently obtained by using non-parametric profile functionals, e.g. linear interpolation between pointwise estimations or cubic or B-splines. 
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Abstract. Flexible and reliable non-parametric distribution estimation is achieved by using exponential splines. In Bayesian function estimation the number of spline knots as well as the parameters for knot position, amplitude and stiffness are marginalized. The resulting marginal posterior probability distribution allows to estimate profiles, profile gradients and their uncertainties in a natural way. Key Words: Exponential spline, non-parametric distribution estimation, Integrated Data Analysis (IDA), Occam’s razor, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling



INTRODUCTION Reliable profile and profile gradient estimates are of utmost importance for many different physical models in fusion science, e.g. transport modeling. The results often crucially depend on the functional representation of the profile. The estimation uncertainty of the profile and, in particular, the estimation of the profile gradient and its uncertainty is closely coupled with the provided profile flexibility. Flexibility is frequently obtained by using non-parametric profile functionals, e.g. linear interpolation between pointwise estimations or cubic or B-splines. Profile flexibility to allow for a form-free description of the data often competes with profile reliability. As the number of degree-of-freedom (DOF) increases the estimation reliability decreases. Reliability is frequently obtained in plasma physics profile estimation by either providing a family of tailored parametric functionals or piecewise polynomial functions combined with modified hyperbolic tangent functions (tanh). The aim is to have a robust technique to allow for a reasonable balance between flexibility and reliability in order to achieve balance between modeling the significant information content in the data and avoiding noise fitting.



EXPONENTIAL SPLINES   Consider a set of  function values given at  support points  (knots). The exponential 



    spline function  in the interval  is then given by [1]  
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The auxiliary functions 354 and 604 contain a stiffness parameter 74 on the support 8 94;:;9= ? @ and are given by the hyperbolic functions 3A4*BC+DE9F4GIH 604 BC+DE9F4GIH
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From the series expansions of the hyperbolic functions we obtain the two limiting cases of a cubic spline ( 7-b c ) and a linear interpolation ( 7db e ) [1]. Since the stiffness parameters 704 are allowed to vary over the intervals 8f94g:T9F4>= ?@ the character of the exponential spline function might vary from linear to third order polynomial on adjacent support intervals which provides extremely high flexibility. The so far unknown coefficients hi:kjl:;m):gn are determined from the requirement of continuity of function, first and second derivatives at the knot positions 9U4 . Continuity of function and second derivative yields already an explicit representation of the exponential spline function in terms of function values Ko4kX and second derivatives Kp4;X at the knot positions Kq94kX . Introducing the definitions r04sHt9F4>= ?sDu9F4 , vF4sHw7 4 BCxDu9F4TG , and y 4zH704r 4 , we obtain {
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The terms { involving the function values o4 and oM4>= ? represent the linear interpolation part of 4 BC G . The terms involving the second derivatives p…4 and pW4>= ? introduce the curvature. In order to determine the so far unknown second derivatives Kp†4;X in terms of the function values KoU4kX we use finally the continuity requirement for the first derivative. This yields the system of equations O]\(^_QB y 4�‡0?RGD y 4�‡0? pW4(‡0?]r_4(‡0? y ~ y �4Z ‡0? O]\(^_QB 4�‡0?RG € y 4(‡0?ULFNPORQ y 4(‡0?0D}OR\(^ Q y 4�‡0? y 4ˆLFNPORQ y 4 D}OR\(^ Q y 4 pW4 r_4(‡0? d ~ _ r 4 ƒ y y y O]\�^ Q y 4 4(Z ‡0? O]\�^ Q 4(‡0? 4Z O]\(^_Q y 4‚D y 4 oM4= ?D%oM4 oq4‚D%oq4(‡0? pW4>= ?]r_4 y H D y r 4 r_4(‡0? 4Z OR\(^ Q 4
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For ‰ knots this is a system of ‰tDdJ equations. The system can be closed by putting pŠ?Htp‹ŒHc or by given values of the first derivative at the end points. To estimate profiles and profile gradients from noisy data �z4 Hw�sBC04TG it is useful to have the linear representation of the exponential spline as a function of the stiffness parameters Ž7 at �‘� positions C Ž , e.g. at the data abscissae, {
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The ( �—–˜E‰ ) matrix ’ can be separated into two parts ’Š? and ’ . ’™? represents Z is obtained by multiplying the coefficients of p with the the coefficients of o in (4). ’ Z



solution of the system (5) including the two additional constraints chosen. For numerical stability approximations have to be applied for large as well as for small values of š . The profile gradient is straightforwardly calculated from analytical derivatives of › with ¡ ¥ ¦¡ ¢ § ¡ . respect to œ , �ŸžT  ¡œ ¢£t›¤ž ¡œ ¥ š
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FIGURE 1. Left: Sample of an exponential spline with 6 knots. The stiffness parameters ¨”©kª�«”¬} ®°¯ , determine if the exponential spline segments are similar to a cubic spline, to a linear curve or if it has intermediate properties. Right: Ion temperature profile and profile gradient marginalized over all number of knots.



The left panel of figure 1 depicts a typical exponential spline with heterogeneous properties in its segments. The 5 segmental stiffness parameters between 6 spline knots determine if the exponential spline is similar to a cubic spline, to a linear segment or if it has intermediate properties.



THE BAYESIAN FRAMEWORK In our Bayesian approach we focus on the probability of the profile having a value �²± at µ any position œz± represented by ³) ;�0±P´ ¡ ¥k¶·¥¹¸º¢ . This posterior probability depends on the µ full data set ¡ , a model ¶ for the profile functional to be used and all relevant information ¸ concerning the nature of the physical situation and knowledge of the experiment. ¸ includes knowledge about the noise level of the experimental measurements, additional knowledge about the profile or profile gradient, e.g. positivity constraints, physical constraints resulting in strictly monotonic profiles or maximum gradient values from stability criteria. All these specifications might play a crucial role since they provide information that restricts the profiles to physically sound solutions. § ¦ Equation (6) allows us to focus on ( ¡ , š ¡ , ¡ ) as the fundamental set of parameters to be § ¦ estimated. According to Bayes theorem the posterior probability for ( ¡ , š ¡ , ¡ ) is § ¡ ¦¡ µ § ¡ ¦¡ § ¡ ¡ ¦¡ µ¡ » ³  ¡ ´ ¡ ¥ š ¥ ¥k¼½¥¹¸¾¢2³)  ¡ ¥ š ¥ ´ ¼½¥�¸º¢ (7) ³)  ¥ š¥ ´ ¥U¡ ¥k¼½¥�¸º¢£ µ¡ ³)  ´f¼¿¥�¸º¢ À The number of knots ¼ are given explicitely since it is a model parameter effecting the fitting properties. The denominator (evidence of the data) µ ³)  ¡ f´ ¼¿¥�¸º¢£tÁ
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guarantees that the posterior is normalized. In our adaptive model the evidence plays a central role in determining the number of spline knots Ç .



The Likelihood ËÅÌ Î Ï Î Ð Î Ñ Î The likelihood of the experimental data, È)É²Ê ÍŸ Ê Ê Ê Ê ÇÓÒ , quantifies the probability Ë of measuring the data set Ê , given their uncertainties Í Ê and given the profile parameters Ï ÎÐ ÎÑ Ê Ê Ê of Ç spline knots. The data analyzed in this work are given by spatially resolved profile measurements from various diagnostics [2]. Since the underlying level of uncertainty of the data is frequently difficult to estimate in plasma physics, relative uncertainties are often reasonably described but the absolute value might be subject of discussion. To allow for flexibility in the absolute scale of the uncertainties a factor ÔÕ is introduced Ë which scales the uncertainties of data set Ê Õ measured/derived from diagnostic Ö . Within a diagnostic the scaling factor of the errors are assumed to be unique whereas they might differ between different diagnostics. A value of ÔMÕØ×tÙ means that the diagnostician has overestimated the uncertainty ("conservative") whereas a value of ÔÕºÚÙ means that the error was underestimated (maybe by neglecting systematic error sources). The uncertainty scaling parameters ÔqÕ are often useful when within an Integrated Data Analysis (IDA) approach [3] the data from heterogeneous diagnostics have to be combined. If the analysis of the individual diagnostics data would comprise the correct description of the measurement and the physical model, and if all sources of measurement (statistical and systematic) errors are considered in the likelihood, then the scaling parameters Ô‚Õ would not be needed. The nuisance parameters ÔUÕ can be estimated or marginalized. The likelihood for the present data from profile measurements is assumed to be Gaussian with independent normally distributed uncertainties. Assuming independent Ë uncertainties the total likelihood is the product over all likelihoods for Û„Õ data Ê Õ derived from diagnostic Ö with uncertainty scaling factor ÔUÕ ËPÜ Ü ËPÜ Ì Í Ü Î Î Ï Î Ð Î Ñ Î Î¹Ý Ù É à Õ ÕÒ â ß U à á Ü (9) ÈÉ Õ Õ ÔÕ Ê Ê Ê Ç Ò)Þ Ü % è é Í É;ÔÕ ÕÒ*âëê É;ÔqÕ Í ÕÒ*âäã.åzæxç¾è Ï Ð Ñ Ü where is the exponential spline value calculated with parameter set ( Ê Î Ê Î Ê Î Ç ). é



The prior probabilities Ï Ð Ñ Ì The prior pdf, È)ÉÊ Î Ê Î Ê Î Ô Ê ÇìÒ , constitutes information we have about the parameters independent of the measured data. The uncertainty scaling factors Ô Ê used in the likelihood pdf adds to the specified parameter list. According to the product rule of Bayesian probability theory the prior can be split into the individual parts Ï Ð Ñ Ì Ï Ì ÐŸÌ ÑsÌ (10) È)ÉÊ Î Ê Î Ê Î Ô Ê ÇÓÒ|Þ È)ÉÊ ÇìÒ2È)É 
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